Parrot AR.Drone
Video gaming finds a new dimension …
Los Angeles, E3 Expo, June 7, 2011 – Parrot takes video gaming into a new era with the
AR.Drone, the first flying object piloted by Wi-Fi, which is equipped with two onboard cameras allowing
for increased reality.
The AR.Drone aims to fuse the real and virtual worlds together to offer a new brand of augmented reality
video games

AR.Race: Create amazing races!
AR.Race is a racing game which allows one-to-four pilots challenge
themselves on the same racing circuit. Inflatable accessories, two
pylons with a finishing line and a donut are also available to add
spice to the race.
Players can create as many circuits as they want, such as creating
zigzags with the pylons or using natural obstacles such as trees to
create more unique circuits.
Five types of circuits:
Without inflatable items, the pilot creates his own circuit and decides on the number of laps. Tapping
twice on the hull of the AR.Drone marks the end of a lap and enables the player to record their race time.
With the inflatable items, four race types are available. The player decides on the number of laps for the
race and race times are automatically recorded by way of the vertical camera of the AR.Drone, which
recognizes the color codes of the finishing line and donut.
•
•
•

AR. Race will be available for free June 7, 2011 in the App Store™
Accessories will be available in July on www.parrotshopping.com.
o Pack of 2 pylons and 1 finishing line: $59.99
o 1 Donut : $49.99
Watch the AR.Race video on: youtube.com/ardrone

AR.FlyingAce: A fighting game using augmented reality
AR.FlyingAce is a game of augmented reality air combat taking place
between two AR.Drone armed with Plasma missiles. The objective of
the game is to virtually shoot down the opposition AR.Drone.
Once the AR.Drone enemy has been detected by the camera, a red
cross-shaped timekeeper appears on the screen and the iPhone® /
iPod touch® / iPad® vibrates. The driver then shakes his iDevice to
fire a missile towards the other fighter.
The missile trajectory is visible in augmented reality on the screen of the iPhone / iPod touch / iPad until
its impact on the enemy AR.Drone. Life bars of both AR.Drone are displayed on the sides of pilot
screens, the bar on the right corresponding to the opponent.
•
•

AR.FlyingAce is available for free on the App Store™
Watch the AR.FlyingAce video on: youtube.com/watch?v=BfZguUt9ges

AR.Pursuit: Catch me if you can!
AR.Pursuit is a two-player pursuit game. Using augmented reality to
fuse the real and virtual worlds, AR.Pursuit is a game of cat and
mouse with onboard cameras allowing gamers to exchange roles of
the “pursuer” by use of virtual weapons.
The “pursuer” has two kinds of virtual weapons to strike its
opponent:
- Automatic machine gun: as soon as the frontal camera detects the pursued AR.Drone, bullets are
automatically fired in order to slow it down. When it is hit, the AR.Drone will physically ‘react’ to the
attack and the escape maneuvers will be more difficult for the pilot.
- Missiles: when the opponent is locked on the screen, the pilot of the pursuing AR.Drone has to shake the
controlling iPhone/iPod touch/iPad to fire a missile.
When it is hit by a missile, the “pursued” AR.Drone becomes “pursuer.” The roles are automatically
reversed when the game is half complete. The winner is the player who escapes for the longest spell
during the entire length of the game.
•
•

AR.Pursuit is available in the App Store™ for $2.99
Watch the AR.Pursuit video on: youtube.com/watch?v=CG5pqTWVahQ

Still to come … Two players, one AR.Drone
Still to come for free on the App Store ™ is a brand new game involving two players and a single
AR.Drone.
A confrontation between the man and the machine, a track race where the target is not necessarily the one
originally suspected.

Software Development Kit: Create your own video games and build new apps
Parrot offers a Software Development Kit, which is available for free at: https://projects.ardrone.org.
Similar to Tommy Kammerer of digitalsirup.com, developers can source codes for the Parrot AR.Drone
to create their own video games and build new applications.
Kammerer, a 32-year-old from Germany holds a passion for both programming and the Parrot
AR.Drone, and in the space of a few months has developed four apps for the AR.Drone: Drone Control;
Drone Escape; Target Hunter and Drone Dance.
Find out more about Tommy Kammerer here
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TESTIMONIAL
Tommy Kammerer, Digitalsirup

Parrot: Hello Tommy! Can you please tell us who you are?
Tommy K.: Hello! My name is Tommy Kammerer. I’m a 32 year old from Germany.
I started developing on a Commodore 64 a long time ago. I think it was at the age of 13.
Besides programming, I spend a reasonable amount of time snowboarding, jogging, blading
and flying RC planes.
Parrot: Can you tell us about digitalsirup.com?
Tommy K.: I’ve been developing iPhone apps for a living since the inception of the App Store
and I founded the company in 2009. Digitalsirup.com is a one man show! But I work with
freelancers from time to time.
Parrot: How and when did you discover the AR.Drone?
Tommy K.: Since I am all over iPhone / Apple related news, I discovered the AR.Drone in a
blog (don’t remember the name) months before its availability in Germany. I couldn’t wait to
get my hands on it!
Parrot: What do you like about the AR.Drone?
Tommy K.: I was blown away by the possibilities Parrot came up with, especially the ability to
mix the real world with the virtual world. Flying in your living room firing virtual missiles on
real objects, how cool is that?

Parrot: Is the development of games for the AR.Drone different from developing games for
other platforms?
Tommy K.: Yes and No. Developing a game is similar from one platform to another. But when
it comes to testing, you need a lot of hardware with AR.Drone: several quadricopters,
batteries, spareparts, iPhone, iPad and chargers. The AR.Drone is really unique in game
development.
Parrot: As soon as you saw the AR.Drone, did you immediately think of a specific game?
Tommy K.: Yes I did. The single player game “Target Hunter” describes perfectly what came
into my mind.
Parrot: According to you, what would be the craziest or funniest application to be
developed for the AR.Drone?
Tommy K.: The craziest app I can think of would be two or more AR.Drone flying
autonomously and dog fighting each other. Spectators could bet on who they think will win.
Well... hum... I guess this would probably be too boring for most people!
Parrot: If it is not confidential, how many apps have you sold up to now?
Tommy K.: Let’s put it what way: I can make a living out of my app sales and the AR.Drone is
contributing a reasonable part to it.
Parrot: How would you describe the AR.Drone in three words?
Tommy K.: Awesome Little Thing!
Parrot: Thank you Tommy!

